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Maximise machine utilisation
and safety in any environment
REMOTE CONTROLLED ROCKBREAKERS

RCT is experienced in commissioning and installing remote
controls on rock breakers to meet speci�c requirements in
mobile, �xed, underground and surface environments.

The Control Master® range o�ers three remote control options
to suit all applications. These range from the handheld Line-of-
Sight remote, used in a surface operation to physically remove
the operator from the rock breaker and allow them to operate
the machine from safe distance. Teleremote, which is
commonly used for underground mining as it removes the
operator from the potential hazards of the working area to
ensure their safety and decrease time lost during shift
changes. Semi-Autonomous functionality is also available to
further safeguard operators, reduce machine damage and
downtime to increase productivity and pro�tability.

In addition to providing the most suitable remote for the
working environment, RCT will deliver an operator station to
suit each individual project’s needs. These stations range from
small portable systems, through to Telecabins which provide
operators with an ergonomic working environment on site; to
remote operating centres which enables work to be carried out
from the convenience of another location.

All Control Master® remote options can be installed on any
rock breaker, regardless of brand, make or model. They are
built to exceed the harshest of conditions and as a result they
exceed Australian standards.

Características

Line-of-Sight, Teleremote or Semi-Autonomous options available

Maximises machine utilisation

Removes operator from potential hazards on site

Signi�cantly improves the operators working environment

Allows operators to control multiple machines from the one
location

AS4240 compliant

Numerous operator station options available to suit requirements
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